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About This Game

On the creation of the game we have been inspired by films such as "Terminator" and "Avengers". We would like to recreate
the battlefield of men partially equipped with mechanical gears and military machines equipped with artificial intelligence.

What will be decisive in this war? Mind or steel?

Nearest future. The city is engulfed by fire and swarming with hostile robots. You are a combat unit with an artificial
intelligence thrown into a hot spot to eliminate the invasion of mechanical invaders and save what remains of the once great city.

Clean up this city with a bunch of weapons for tactical and assault strategy fight.

Considered enemy AI will make a good chalenge war.
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Enchanced grafics gives a post-apocalyptic ingame feel
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Title: Ruin City Gasolina
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
LillyWelland inc.
Publisher:
Bitlock Studio
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: DualCore CPU

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: GTS250/HD7770 or better

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: any

English
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Overall, not worth the money, considering it has been ported from a free mobile game. The graphics are okay at best, in-game
sounds are horrific and the FOV is vomit inducing alone. HOWEVER the premise of the game is well thought out, but have
been better executed by other games like Rust, Raft or The Forest. Do NOT recommend this to anybody.

[ Graphics ]
\u2611 Bad (FOV is horrendous)
\u2610 Fine
\u2610 Pixel Art
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Beautiful

[ Difficulty ]
\u2610 Braindead
\u2610 Easy
\u2611 Average (No options to change the settings)
\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Extreme
\u2610 Savage

[ Game Length ]
\u2611: Really short ( 0 - 5 hours)
\u2610 Short ( 5 - 15 hours)
\u2610 Average ( 15 - 30 hours)
\u2610 Long ( 30 - 60 hours)
\u2610 Very long ( 60+ hours)
\u2610 Endless

[ Audio ]
\u2610 What is Audio?
\u2611 Bad
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic
\u2610 Masterpiece

[ Gameplay ]
\u2610 Monotonous
\u2611 Very Repetitive
\u2610 Average
\u2610 A Little Repetitive
\u2610 Not Repetitive
\u2610 Never Gets Boring

[ Bugs ]
\u2610 Unplayable
\u2611 Game Breaking
\u2610 Occasional Crashes
\u2610 Lots of Bugs
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\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 Nothing. Love the aesthetics of this game, it really looks like a little work of art!

The mechanics are simple: farming, fighting mobs, talking to visitors, trade, etc... it's a great game if you want to sit back and
relax, tending to your own little planet. The characters are nice and funny, I think it will appeal to both adults and kids.

I especially appreciate the fact that it's a new release from an indie team, whose devs are currently quite active in the forums,
listening to players' feedback and wanting to make the game even better.

Keep up the good work!. A fun and point and clicker game. Very relaxing and if you like Steam Achivements this is for you.
Thanks for all the hard work on this guys.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NUIE5DuGcD0. If you want players add multiplayer. A fun, local multiplayer game
where you bomb your pals to oblivion. Also includes a single-player mode that evokes N64 classics!. too linear for my taste. 
Garbage.. Looks amazing, great Detail and runs fine on my laptop. Bleigh!
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This game great in it's simplicity. Addciting with great graphics and music. Oh and it's pretty darm cheap!. I have been playing
various rhythm gaming titles for years, Beatmania IIDX (for 16 years) being my main squeeze. I have been specifically looking
for a keysounded rhythm game and I have seen this game on PS4 wondering how it was. Luckily seeing that this has been
released on Steam, I gladly decided to give MUSYNX a shot.

This game definitely doesn't disappoint. The base game being $3.99 is an awesome price point for anyone looking to get a
rhythm game that's easy to pick up, has a fantastic baseline song list, and includes charts that are thoughtful. If you find that
you're liking the base game, the "Forever Friends" DLC (that specifically states you will receive future update songs) is
seriously worth it. At the moment where the game sits, I can 100% say this is one of the best rhythm titles I have ever played on
Steam and you can see the amount of effort that is being put in to make this game fantastic.

Keeping the game simple with a 4K and 6K mode with only two difficulties (EZ and HD) makes this one of the easier rhythm
gaming titles for beginners to pick up. Keysounds are legit, charting is undoubtedly thoughtful (some songs have some
gimmicks), and the overall experience is remarkable. Lets not forget about the artwork as well, props to all the artists involved
with the developement by the way. The song list after purchasing "Forever Friends" unlocked great songs to play that are spread
across various genres. Timing is quite easy and there is a "PGreat" system that adds to your overall "sync rate" in game that is
placed on a leaderboard for a slightly competitive feel. Just because the timing is a bit easier than most rhythm games, this does 
not detract from the overall value and feel for MUSYNX.

I have been thoroughy enjoying MUSYNX and seeing that they already have visual plans that are outlined for future updates is
making this rhythm gaming experience even better. I cannot wait to see what the future for this game holds.

Highly recommended.. I decided to complete my collection of Homeworld: Deserts of Kharak by buying off the musical score
as well as this nifty expedition guide. Now, I do know for a fact that other developers would have provided this as part of the
whole package, but since we are tapped into the microtransactions system that developers nowadays employ for profit, I do not
mind paying for a small sum of money for such novelty items.

Some of the players might fret and disagree with me, but at the end of the day, it is all a matter of choice and if you a) like to
have a complete package, and 2) can afford the meager amount, I say go and get them both.. Amazing game. Must buy!. The
game doesn't give you enough money to start out on.
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